Mobile Communications - Documentation Home Page

This is the home of the Mobile Communications space.

To help you on your way, we've inserted some of our favourite macros on this home page. As you start creating pages, blogging and commenting you'll see the macros below fill up with all the activity in your space.
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- College owned cell phone information
  Sep 19, 2017 • updated by Scott D Clark • view change
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- Troubleshooting Contacts and Calendar Sync between Android and Exchange
  Feb 28, 2013 • created by Thomas M Prince
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  Jul 19, 2012 • updated by Stephen S Warszawski • view change
- To clear history and downloads on an Android smartphone
  May 16, 2012 • updated by Thomas M Prince • view change
- Cell phone FAQ's
  May 14, 2012 • created by Thomas M Prince
- Cell phone rules.docx
  May 14, 2012 • attached by Thomas M Prince
- Verizon Global tech support number
  May 09, 2012 • created by Thomas M Prince
- Activating a device (4G) on an upgrade
  Apr 03, 2012 • created by Christopher M Filkins
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  Dec 21, 2011 • updated by Scott D Clark • view change
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  Oct 26, 2011 • updated by Christopher M Filkins • view change
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